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Abstract. The 2D convolutional (Conv2d) layer is the fundamental element to a deep convolutional neural network (CNN). Despite the great
success of CNN, the conventional Conv2d is still limited in effectively
reducing the spatial and channel-wise redundancy of features. In this
paper, we propose to mitigate this issue by learning a CNN with a learnable sparse transform (LST), which converts the input features into a
more compact and sparser domain so that the spatial and channel-wise
redundancy can be more effectively reduced. The proposed LST can be
efficiently implemented with existing CNN modules, such as point-wise
and depth-wise separable convolutions, and it is portable to existing CNN
architectures for seamless training and inference. We further present a hybrid soft thresholding and ReLU (ST-ReLU) activation scheme, making
the trained network, namely LST-Net, more robust to image corruptions
at the inference stage. Extensive experiments on CIFAR-10/100, ImageNet, ImageNet-C and Places365-Standard datasets validated that the
proposed LST-Net can obtain even higher accuracy than its counterpart
networks with fewer parameters and less overhead.
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Introduction

The past decade has witnessed a great success of deep convolutional neural netowrk (CNN) in various computer vision problems, such as visual object recognition [34,14], object detection [44,43,35], face recognition [25,30], scene understanding [56,64], etc. The 2D convolutional (Conv2d) layer [34] is one of the
key elements in a CNN to extract powerful features from the input image. Despite the great success of CNN, the conventional Conv2d is limited in effectively
?
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reducing the spatial and channel-wise redundancy of features. When image features are propagated through Conv2d, it usually requires a large number of
kernels to model the data and hence introduces exaggerated parameters and
overhead. Meanwhile, Conv2d simply sums up all convolutional responses along
the channel dimension regarding to the same kernel and takes little advantage
of inter-channel cues [24,9], which is less effective.
A lot of efforts have been devoted to improving the performance of Conv2d.
Recent works can be roughly categorized into two categories. The first category
of works aim to enhance what a Conv2d layer sees in the spatial domain. For
representative works in this category, dilated convolution [58] effectively expands
its receptive field by applying predefined gaps, while deformable convolutional
networks [8,65] improve the performance of Conv2d by learning internal parameters to model geometric transformation or variations so as to adaptively
focus on some more important areas. Though these methods make better use
of spatial information, they fail to take advantage of the channel-wise cues.
The second category of works strengthen the performance of Conv2d by combining both spatial and channel-wise attentions. Representative works in this
category can be found in [24,54,16,4]. For example, squeeze-and-excitation networks (SENet) [24] re-weights the features along the channel dimension using an
efficient squeeze-and-excitation block. Usually, these works rely on an extra network path to adjust spatial and channel-wise attentions after the conventional
Conv2d is computed. The redundancy of conventional Conv2d remains but it
requires additional network parameters and overhead. It is interesting to investigate whether we can develop a new convolutional module, which can better
describe the local features, reduce the spatial and channel-wise feature redundancies, and reduce the parameters and overhead while keeping the accuracy
unchanged or even improved.
We propose to mitigate these issues by learning a CNN with a learnable sparse
transform (LST). We are motivated by the classical harmonic analysis works such
as discrete cosine transform (DCT) [52] and discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
[21,45,5], which can convert the given image into a more compact and sparse
domain to reduce the spatial and channel redundancy of features. In DCT and
DWT, the sparser transforms are manually pre-designed, while in our proposed
LST, the sparse transform is learned from training data together with the process
of CNN training. The proposed LST learning can be efficiently implemented with
existing CNN modules, such as point-wise convolutions [36] (PWConvs) and
depth-wise separable convolutions [23] (DWConvs). This makes LST compatible
with existing CNN architectures for seamless training and inference without
additional operations.
The proposed LST promotes sparser features. In light of the sparsity priors
[50,2,3], we further present a hybrid soft thresholding [13] and ReLU [40] (STReLU) activation scheme. Compared with the standard ReLU, the ST-ReLU
activation can suppress the noise and trivial features in the learning process,
making the trained network more robust to image corruptions, such as noise,
blur, digital compression, etc. Overall, the proposed LST module can be applied
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to existing state-of-the-art network architectures such as ResNet and VGGNet.
The obtained new network, namely LST-Net, achieves more robust and accurate
performance with fewer parameters and less overhead. Our major contributions
are summarized as follows.
– A novel learnable sparse transform based Conv2d module is developed, which
can be efficiently implemented and seamlessly integrated into existing CNN
learning process, producing sparser features and improving the effectiveness
of learned CNN models.
– A new activation function is presented by properly combining soft-thresholding
and ReLU operations, which endows the proposed LST-Net better robustness to image trivial features and corruptions.

2
2.1

Related Work
Network bottleneck

To save parameters and overhead of Conv2d layers, group convolution [34] (GConv)
and PWConv [36] are popularly employed in the design of bottlenecks. PWConv
employs a 1 × 1 window, performing a linear combination of the input from all
channels. It is often used to align a set of feature maps with different number of
channels [49]. GConv assumes that the input features can be decomposed into
several groups along the channel dimension, where features from different groups
are independent. A successful application of GConv is ResNeXt [57]. DWConv
[23] is a special case of GConv when there is only one input channel per group. It
is widely used to build lightweight models for mobile devices, such as MobileNet
[23,47], ShuffleNet [37,62], etc.
Xie et al. [57] improved ResNet bottleneck [19] by substituting the conventional 3 × 3 Conv2d in the middle with a GConv of slightly more channels.
One problem of this method is how to set the group number. A larger number
of groups can easily cause loss of inter-channel cues while a smaller number of
groups can hardly reduce redundancy of Conv2d. Recently, Res2Net [17] was
developed by fusing the group with the intermediate results obtained from the
latest group in a recursive manner. Though Res2Net demonstrates higher accuracy, it actually sacrifices parallel execution on devices such as GPUs. In this
paper, we naturally incorporate DWConvs and PWConvs to facilitate transforms
in spatial and channel-wise fields.
2.2

Learning space

The conventional Conv2d layer is less effective in reducing the spatial and
channel-wise feature redundancies because each Conv2d kernel interacts with
input features locating in a local grid of limited size and cannot take features
outside the grid into consideration. To mitigate this issue, dilated convolution
[58] applies predefined gaps to enlarge spatial receptive field of Conv2d. Deformable convolutional networks [8,65] learn to adaptively focus on some more
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important areas by modelling geometric transformation or variations with internal parameters; however, they fail to further consider the channel-wise cues
of features and require sophisticated implementation skills. SENet [24] and its
variants [54,16,4] focus on designing lightweight network paths to fuse channelwise and spatial features to improve the attention of the conventional Conv2d.
Though these methods is effective to boost accuracy, they remain inefficient as
they use more parameters and require extra overhead.
To improve the performance of Conv2d layer, it’s more straightforward to
perform convolution in a more compact and sparser domain. The classical DCT
[52] and DWT [21,45,5] transform the input image into a sparse space for manipulation and they have a wide range of successful applications [52,15,61,1,5,26].
The sparse coding [41] techniques encode the image patches as a sparse linear
combination of learned atoms. However, the transformation filters used in DCT
and DWT are manually designed and they are not effective enough to represent
image structures, while sparse coding is computationally inefficient and is hard
to be extended for deep feature extraction. In this paper, we propose to learn a
sparse transformation together with the deep CNN learning so that the network
can be more efficiently and effectively learned in a sparser space.
2.3

Activation function

Non-linearity introduced by the activation function is among the most critical
factors to the success of a CNN model in various computer vision tasks. ReLU
[40] is a pioneer and the most popular non-linear activation function in deep
CNN. It is a simple yet highly effective segmented function, forcing the input
negative valued features to zeros and keeping only the non-negative features.
To make use the information of negative features, parametric ReLU [18], leaky
ReLU [51], ELU [7] and SELU [31] are proposed to allow adaptive negative activation with learnable parameters. However, negative activation functions need
to be carefully designed and they only exhibit better performance in specific
applications.
One problem of ReLU and its variants is that they are not very robust to noise
or other corruptions in the input image. It is well-known that by soft-thresholding
the image features in some sparse domain, such as DWT domain [21,45,5] and
sparse coding domain [41], the latent image features can be well recovered. In our
proposed LST, we adaptively learn a sparse transform together with the CNN
learning, which can make the CNN features sparser. This motivates us to develop
a new activation scheme, i.e., hybrid soft-thresholding and ReLU (ST-ReLU), to
better exploit the merit of sparser features. The ST-ReLU further enhances the
robustness of learned CNN models to various types of corruptions.

3
3.1

Proposed Method
Learnable sparse transform (LST)

Denote by I ∈ RHin ×Win ×Cin the input feature and O ∈ RHout ×Wout ×Cout the
output feature of a Conv2D layer, where Hin /Hout , Win /Wout , Cin /Cout denote
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the height, the width, and the channel number of the input/output feature,
respectively. The sliding window Ω of the Conv2D can be parameterized by the
kernel size sH × sW (for simplicity of expression, we omit the subscripts H and
W in the remaining of this paper), number of kernels Cout , stride, as well as
padding. We denote the k th kernel by K(k) .
The Conv2d output feature is redundant in both spatial and channel dimensions. When the sliding window Ω is centered at spatial location (i,j) of I, the
output Oi,j,k by convolving I with kernel K(k) is computed as
Oi,j,k =

Cin
s X
s X
X

(k)
Ω(I; i, j)x,y,z · Kx,y
,

(1)

x=1 y=1 z=1

where Ω(I; i, j)x,y,z is the pixel at (x, y, z) of the tensor extracted from I by Ω,
(k)
and Kx,y means the pixel at (x, y) of K(k) .
We have two observations from Eq. 1. First, all feature pixels in the local
neighborhood at spatial location (i,j) are involved in the computation. While this
is helpful to extract the high frequency features, it is redundant for extracting
the low frequency features, which usually occupy most of the pixels in a feature
map. Second, the subscript z does not follow K but only comes up with Ω.
That is to say, all pixels in the same channel are equally weighted to produce
Oi,j,k . It has been found that the input features have strong similarities along
the channel dimension [53,20]. Therefore, there exists much redundant channelwise computations. All these motivate us to develop a learnable sparse transform
(LST), with which the redundancy of conventional Conv2D can be reduced and
hence a more efficient CNN can be learned.
Overview of LST. Our LST consists of three transforms: a spatial transform Ts , a channel-wise transform Tc , and a resize transform Tr . Ts and Tc strive
to reduce the spatial and channel-wise redundancies by transforming the corresponding field into a more compact domain, while Tr aims resize the input to
obtain the desired shape of output. Tr can be placed either before or after Ts
and Tc . The LST, denoted by TLST , can be implemented as
TLST ◦ I = Tr ◦ Ts ◦ Tc ◦ I,

(2)

TLST ◦ I = Ts ◦ Tc ◦ Tr ◦ I.

(3)

or in the form of
The spatial transform Ts . We propose to reduce the spatial redundancies
of local features by using a learnable spatial transform Ts with associated weights
2
Ws ∈ Ra ×1×s×s (dimensions are organized in PyTorch [42] style). Inspired by
the success of classical 2D-DCT [39], which decomposes the image local region
into different frequency bands by using sequential column and row transforms, we
can implement Ts by applying column and row transforms, denoted by Tcolumn
and Trow , respectively. Mathematically, the corresponding weights Ws can be
expressed as:
Ws = Wcolumn ⊗ Wrow ,

(4)
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Fig. 1: Illustration of different transforms.

where ⊗ means the Kronecker product with necessary dimension insertion and
removal, Wcolumn ∈ Ra×1×s×1 and Wrow ∈ Ra×1×1×s are the weights of Tcolumn
and Trow , respectively, and a is a hyper parameter specifying the number of
coefficients to keep.
As illustrated in Fig. 1a, a 2D-DCT transforms a local region into different
frequencies. The low frequency coefficients concentrate at the top left corner
and they dominate the energy (high amplitude), while many high frequency
coefficients are close to zero (low amplitude) and can be neglected. Based on
this fact, to save unnecessary parameters and computation, we set 1 ≤ a < s so
that the low amplitude trivial features can be excluded from calculation. Since
for almost all existing CNN architectures, it is true that the kernel size s ≥ 3,
we set a = d 2s e by default in this paper.
Fig. 1c depicts our implementation of Ts . One can see that the output of Ts
is arranged along the channel dimension (this will ease much the implementation of our resize transform Tr ). For each s × s local region, by convolving it
with Ws , we obtain an a2 -dim output vector. Thus, for each input feature map,
it is transformed into a number of a2 feature maps by aggregating the a2 -dim
2
output vectors. That is, Ts maps RHs in ×Ws in ×Cs to RHs out ×Ws out ×(a ×Cs ) ,
where Cs is the channel number of the input argument of Ts , and Hs in /Hs out
and Ws in /Ws out are the input/output height and width, respectively. In contrast, the conventional spatial transform organizes the output in the height
and width fields, instead of the channel domain. We term the conventional
spatial transform as tiled spatial transform, which maps RHs in ×Ws in ×Cs to
R(a×Hs in )×(a×Ws in )×Cs , as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Comparing our Ts with tiled
spatial transform, we can obtain three findings.
First, Ts is simpler to implement than tiled spatial transform. In practice,
we can adopt a DWConv operation to implement it. Second, Ts only affects
the channel dimension, which allows us to easily use the existing efficient implementations for the resize transform Tr . (Please see the following section of
resize transform for details.) In contrast, a tiled spatial transform increases both
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the height and width of feature maps so that Tr must be changed to deal with
the enlarged spatial dimensions. Third, our Ts always holds memory continuity, making it faster in both training and inference. In contrast, a tiled spatial
transform needs channel shuffle, which requires extra memory alignment.
Owe to the physical meaning of Ts (i.e., to reduce feature spatial redundancy), 2D-DCT can be effectively used to initialize Ws with Eq. 4. This makes
the training of LST converge efficiently to a good local minimum. In Section 4.2,
we will show that initialization of Ws by 2D-DCT exhibits much better performance than random initialization.
Channel-wise transform Tc . Tc is used to reduce the redundancy along
channel dimension. It is a RHc ×Wc ×Cc in → RHc ×Wc ×Cc out mapping, where
Cc in /Cc out is the channel number of the input/output of Tc , and Hc and Wc
denote the height and width of the input, respectively. Tc encourages features
to be more separable along the channel and simplifies the resize transform Tr in
reweighting data.
A PWConv operation can be naturally leveraged for Tc with its associated
weights Wc ∈ RCc out ×Cc in ×1×1 . Similar to Ts , 2D-DCT can be used to initialize
Tc for compact features. We fill Wc with the 2D-DCT basis functions shaped
as Cc in × Cc out and expand its dimensions where necessary. Fig. 1d illustrates
the implementation of Tc . One can see that the output of Tc is organized in
order by the expected feature amplitude like 2D-DCT. It should be noted that
Tc is similar to the resize transform Tr since both of them adopt PWConv for
implementation. However, they are initialized in different ways.
The resize transform Tr . A conventional Conv2d equally treats all the
samples in the window without considering their importance. To fill this gap, the
resize transform Tr is designed as a RHr ×Wr ×Cr in → RHr ×Wr ×Cr out mapping,
where Hr /Wr is the height/width of the input, and Cr in and Cr out are the
channel number of the input and output, respectively. Tr is learned to adaptively
reweight the input features with its weights Wr ∈ RCr out ×Cr in ×1×1 . Fig. 1e
illustrates how Tr works. With the help of our design of Ts and Tc , Tr can be
implemented by directly leveraging a normal PWConv operation in our paper.
Discussions. To better understand the role of LST, in Fig. 2 we visualize
the learned features by the standard ResNet50 (with conventional Conv2d) and
our LST-Net with a ResNet50 architecture on ImageNet [11]. (The details of the
model can be found in our supplementary material.) Once trained, a validation
image is randomly selected and its center crop is fed into the two models. Fig. 2
visualizes 16 channels of the features (other channels are similar) from the first
bottleneck (the features after the Ts transform are visualized for our LST-Net).
We clip the amplitude of the feature in the range of [0, 0.1] and stretch the features in each channel as a vector. Each column in Fig. 2 represents the vectorized
features of a channel.
One can see that the output features of conventional Conv2d in ResNet50
are mixed up along the channel dimension. In contrast, the features output by
LST-Net are sparser (with lower amplitude) and well-structured along channel
dimension. Specifically, every a2 = 22 = 4 channels form a unit where the four
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Fig. 2: Visualization of output features obtained by (a) a conventional Conv2d
layer in ResNet50 and (b) our LST-Net after Ts . One can see that the features
output by LST-Net are sparser and well-structured along the channel dimension.

channel features are de-correlated into different frequency bands (please also refer
to Fig. 1c). Such kind of sparser and structured features are highly suited to the
successive channel-wise operations such as PWConv (used by resize transform
Tr ) or a sequential of global average pooling (GAP) [36] plus a dense layer.
3.2

Hybrid ReLU-ST activation scheme

By using the proposed LST introduced in Section 3.1, we are able to generate
more compact and sparser features than the conventional Conv2D layers in a
CNN, as illustrated in Fig. 2. It has been shown in the many works of WT
[13,12] and sparse coding [41] that a soft-thresholding (ST) operation in the
sparse feature domain can increase the robustness to noise and trivial features.
The ST operation for the input feature x can be written as
(
y=

sgn(x)(|x| − τ ),
0,

|x| ≥ τ,
otherwise.

(5)

where τ is a hyper parameter for the threshold. To exploit the merit of sparser
features brought by LST, we propose a new activation scheme for our LST-Net
by jointly using ST and ReLU, namely ST-ReLU.
Specifically, ST is adopted at two places in LST-Net; otherwise, ReLU is
used. First, ST is inserted in the middle of Tc and Ts . It not only reduces the
noises along the channel dimension but also further forces sparsity and suppresses
trivial features in the spatial domain. Second, ST is used as the last activation
function for an LST to allow adaptive negative activation. Unlike existing methods such as parametric ReLU [18], leaky ReLU [51], ELU [7] and SELU [31], ST
is a natural selection of activation in the sparse feature domain, and it accords
with the findings on spiking states of neurons in neuroscience [27,28,60,46,10].
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the two LST bottlenecks with downsample operators. (a):
LST-I; (b): LST-II. EWPlus means element-wise plus. Red font indicates initialization with 2D-DCT while blue font suggests random initialization.

3.3

The bottleneck

We construct a novel bottleneck, namely LST bottleneck, to wrap LST and the
hybrid ST-ReLU activation scheme. A shortcut path is introduced in our LST
bottleneck to avoid gradient exploding or vanishing when a model goes deeper.
As a result, an LST bottleneck can be written as follows when the shape of input
feature I is the same as that of output O:
O = TLST ◦ I + I

(6)

If the input shape is different from the output shape, the bottleneck becomes
O = TLST ◦ I + D ◦ I,

(7)

where D is a downsample operator to adjust the shape of features. D is adopted
when the stride of Ω is greater than 1 or Cin 6= Cout .
According to the arrangement of Ts , Tc and Tr defined in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3,
we design two bottleneck structures, namely LST-I and LST-II, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. One difference between LST-I and LST-II lies in how the bottleneck
expands. LST-I is similar to the basic bottleneck in [19]. It first expands the
number of channels by a2 times with Ts ; then, it reduces the number of channels
back to Cout with Tr . The expansion factor of LST-I is 1. In contrast, LSTII adopts a similar ideology to the ResNet bottleneck [19]. It starts to reduce
with Tr and then increases it to Cout with Ts . Like
the channel number to Caout
2
ResNet bottleneck [19], we refer the planes (core number of channels) of an LSTII bottleneck to Cch out , i.e., Caout
2 . Meanwhile, the expansion factor of LST-II is
determined by Ts , which equals to a2 .
Another difference between the two bottlenecks lies in the implementation
of D. LST-I adopts the widely used structure, i.e., a PWConv followed by a
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BN. In contrast, we propose to leverage a 1 × 1 DWConv followed by BN for
the downsample operator D of LST-II by assuming that Cout is divisible by Cin .
Such an assumption usually holds in many modern architectures, e.g., VGG [48],
ResNet [19], ResNeXt [57], etc. It shifts the original definition of “identity” in
channels.
such cases to a group-wise mapping by expanding one channel to CCout
in
Each input feature map only interacts with its CCout
associated
output
feature
in
maps regarding to the DWConv, making it very efficient to handle hundreds or
even thousands of feature maps. With LST-I or LST-II, one can easily build an
LST-Net by using existing network architectures with fewer parameters and less
overhead. Code is available at: https://github.com/lld533/LST-Net.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experiment setup and datasets

To evaluate our method, we build up LST-Nets by replacing conventional Conv2d
operations with our proposed LST bottlenecks w.r.t. some widely used CNN
architectures. The datasets used include CIFAR-10/100 [33] and ImageNet [11].
Besides, ImageNet-C [22] dataset is used to demonstrate the robustness of LSTNet to common image corruptions. Ablation studies are performed to discuss the
initialization, the selection of parameter τ in ST-ReLU, the difference between
LST-I and LST-II and comparison of ReLU-ST to other activations. Results on
Places365-Standard [64] can be found in the supplementary material.
4.2

Ablation study

Initialization. As discussed in Section 3, 2D-DCT is used to initialize our spatial
and channel-wise transforms Ws and Wc to reduce the feature redundancy. It is
wondering whether random initialization (R.I.) can achieve similar results. We
build LST-Nets of 20∼164 layers in depth using the vanilla ResNet architecture
[19] to test
√ (LST-II bottleneck is used). We use the uniform distribution
√ this
1
within [− u, u] to randomly initialize Ws and Wc , where u = Cin ×a
2 ×s2 for
1
Ws and u = Cin ×a×s for Wc .
Table 1a summarizes the error rates on CIFAR-100 (similar conclusions can
be obtained on CIFAR-10). One can see that 2D-DCT initialization obtains much
better performance than R.I., which lags behind the former by 2.7% ∼ 7.0%.
Besides, an LST-Net with R.I. is even worse than the baseline vanilla ResNet.
This is because LST-Net will drop a certain amount of trivial frequencies after
2D-DCT initialization, while R.I. is difficult to transform the channel and spatial
fields of the input feature into different frequencies with PWConv and DWConv
operations, resulting in unnecessary loss of some crucial information.
The selection of parameter τ . We study the effect of parameter τ (refer to
Eq. 5) on LST-Net. We built a 20-layer LST-Net in favor of ResNet architecture,
and tested on CIFAR100. We search for the optimal value of τ in the range of
{0, 10−1 , 10−2 , 10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 , 10−6 }. The error rates are {28.92%, 28.32%,
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Table 1: Comparison (error rates, %) on CIFAR-100.
(a) Different initialization methods.

(b) Different bottlenecks.

Method / Depth

20

56

110

164

Method / Depth

20

56

110

164

ResNet [19] (R.I.)

30.88

27.62

26.23

26.07

ResNet [19]

30.88

27.62

26.23

26.07

LST-Net (R.I.)
LST-Net (2D-DCT)

31.12
28.21

29.92
24.09

28.95
22.66

28.94
21.94

LST-I
LST-II

27.64
28.21

25.08
24.09

23.76
22.66

23.15
21.94

(c) Different activation methods.
Depth

ReLU-ST

LReLU [38]

SELU [31]

ReLU [40]

PReLU [18]

ELU [7]

20
164

28.21
21.94

28.37
22.44

28.69
22.84

28.92
22.86

29.35
23.91

31.60
29.94

28.28%, 28.86%, 28.21%, 28.43%, 28.70%}, where the best result is 28.21% when
τ = 10−4 . Thus, we set τ = 10−4 by default in all experiments of this paper.
Note that when τ = 0, ST-ReLU is reduced to standard ReLU, but its error
rate is larger than other values of τ . This validates that our hybrid ReLU-ST
activation scheme works better than ReLU for LST-Net.
LST-I vs LST-II. We discuss the pros and cons of our proposed LST-I and
LST-II bottlenecks in building up a LST-Net. For LST-I, one is free to replace
a conventional Conv2d with it in many existing architectures, such as ResNet
[19], AlexNet [32], VGG [48], etc. For example, a basic ResNet bottleneck can
be replaced by a pair of LST-I bottlenecks as it has two Conv2d operations. For
LST-II, due to the expansion factor of LST-II, parameters and overhead of the
associated PWConv operation in the shortcut path are increased by a2 times
compared to LST-I. Thus, LST-II is not suitable to architectures with larger
spatial size at earlier layers, such as AlexNet and VGG. LST-II will also increase
the output channel number of the last bottleneck, but this issue can be easily
solved with an extra PWConv operation, which is cheap compared to the entire
CNN model in terms of number of parameters and computational cost. When
building a deeper CNN model, such as ResNet-50 or ResNet-101, it is more
suitable to use LST-II than LST-I. In Table 1b, we construct LST-Nets with
LST-I and LST-II bottlenecks w.r.t. ResNet architecture and compare them on
CIFAR-100. The vanilla ResNet is included as the baseline. Both LST-I and
LST-II outperform the baseline by a large margin, while LST-II performs better
than its LST-I counterpart. In the remaining experiments of this paper, if not
specified, we adopt LST-II bottleneck to build ResNet models by default.
Comparison of ST-ReLU to other activations. We use a 20-layer and
a 164-layer LST-Net to compare our ReLU-ST with ReLU [40], leaky ReLU
(LReLU) [38], parametric ReLU (PReLU) [18], ELU [7] and SELU [31] on
CIFAR-100. For comparison, we remove ST operations in LST bottleneck and replace ReLU by other activations. Table 1c presents the Top-1 error rates achieved
by different activations. One can see that ReLU-ST outperforms other activations for both 20- and 164-layer LST-Nets. The gain is higher for deeper models.
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Table 2: Results (error rates, %) by different networks on CIFAR-10/100.
(b) WRN.

(a) ResNet family.

4.3

Depth

Model

Param/FLOPs

C10/C100

20

ResNet [19]
PreactResNet [19]
ShiftResNet [55]
FE-Net [6]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

0.27M/40.8M
0.27M/40.8M
0.16M/27M
0.16M/27M
0.28M/40.8M
0.28M/40.8M
0.20M/34M

7.7/30.9
7.7/30.8
9.0/31.4
8.3/30.8
7.6/30.5
7.3/30.3
6.7/28.2

56

ResNet [19]
PreactResNet [19]
ShiftResNet [55]
FE-Net [6]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

0.86M/126M
0.86M/126M
0.55M/84M
0.55M/84M
0.87M/126M
0.87M/126M
0.59M/94M

6.6/27.6
6.5/27.6
7.3/27.9
8.3/30.8
6.4/27.5
6.0/27.1
5.6/24.1

110

ResNet [19]
PreactResNet [19]
ShiftResNet [55]
FE-Net [6]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

1.73M/253M
1.73M/253M
1.18M/187M
N.A.
1.74M/253M
1.74M/253M
1.17M/183M

6.6/25.2
6.2/24.1
6.8/27.4
N.A.
5.2/23.9
5.1/23.5
5.0/22.7

Depth

Multiplier
8

16
10
8
22
10
10
28
12
4
40
8

Model

Param/FLOPs

C10/C100

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

10.96M/2.00G
6.03M/0.98G
17.12M/3.12G
9.36M/1.52G

4.80/22.03
4.70/20.88
4.49/21.52
4.46/20.21

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

17.16M/2.91G
8.87M/1.40G
26.80M/4.54G
16.99M/2.79G

4.56/21.21
4.40/19.33
4.44/20.75
4.31/18.57

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

36.48M/5.95G
22.47M/3.60G
43.42M/8.56G
26.06M/4.03G

4.17/20.50
4.03/18.23
4.33/20.41
3.94/17.93

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

8.91M/1.41G
4.98M/0.72G
35.75M/5.63G
19.88M/3.16G

4.97/22.89
4.31/19.14
4.66/19.38
3.76/18.56

Evaluation on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100

We build our LST-Net models w.r.t. the popular architectures, including ResNet
[19] and Wide Residual Networks (WRN) [59], and compare LST-Net with stateof-the-art CNNs in those families, e.g. Pre-activation ResNet [19], SENet [24],
CBAM [54], and two other models, i.e., ShiftResNet [55] and FE-Net [6].
Table 2 presents the results on CIFAR-10/100. We can have the following
findings. First, LST-Net achieves the lowest error rates under different network
depths with almost the least number of parameters and FLOPs (very close to
ShiftResNet and FE-Net). This validates its effectiveness and efficiency. LSTNet outperforms ResNet and PreactResNet while reducing over 40% parameters
and 35% overhead. Compared to SENet and CBAM, LST-Net does not need
extra paths while it achieves even better results. For instance, a 110-layer LSTNet improves SENet/CBAM of the same depth by 0.2%/0.1% and 1.2%/0.8%
on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, respectively. Besides, LST-Net outperforms both
ShiftResNet and FENet by a large margin with comparable parameters and
overhead. For example, a 20-layer LST-Net reduces the error rates of ShiftResNet
and FE-Net by 2.3/3.2% and 1.6/2.6% on CIFAR-10/100, respectively.
Second, when we switch to wider CNN models, our bottleneck can save more
parameters and computational cost because the computation of PWConv dominates an entire LST bottleneck when it is wide enough (the cost of DWConv can
be neglected). We can obtain consistent performance boost of our LST-Net with
the increase of width and/or depth. In contrast, the corresponding WRN architecture is less effective to improve its results with more channels and/or layers.
For example, for a 28-layer WRN, the error rates will rise by 4.17% ∼ 4.33% on
CIFAR-10 when the width multiplier is increased from 10 to 12.
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Table 3: Results (error rates, %) by different networks on ImageNet.
(b) WRN.

(a) ResNet family.
Depth

Model

Param/FLOPs

Top-1/Top-5

18

ResNet [19]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

11.69M/1.81G
11.78M/1.81G
11.78M/1.82G
8.03M/1.48G

30.24/10.92
29.41/10.22
29.31/10.17
26.55/8.59

34

ResNet [19]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

21.79M/3.66G
21.96M/3.66G
21.96M/3.67G
13.82M/2.56G

26.70/8.58
26.13/8.35
26.01/8.40
23.92/7.24

50

ResNet [19]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

25.56M/4.09G
28.09M/4.09G
28.09M/4.10G
23.33M/4.05G

23.85/7.13
23.14/6.70
22.98/6.68
22.78/6.66

ResNet [19]
SENet [24]
CBAM [54]
LST-Net

44.55M/7.80G
49.29M/7.81G
49.29M/7.81G
42.36M/7.75G

22.63/6.44
22.35/6.19
21.65/5.95
21.63/5.94

101

Depth

1.5
18
2
3
1
34

1.5
2
1

50
2

4.4

Model

Param/FLOPs

Top-1/Top-5

Model

Param/FLOPs

Top-1/Top-5

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

11.69M/1.81G
8.03M/1.48G
25.88M/3.87G
14.40M/2.49G
45.62M/6.70G
25.12M/4.31G
101.78M/14.72G
55.44M/9.43G

30.24/10.92
26.55/8.59
27.06/9.00
24.44/7.51
25.58/8.06
23.49/6.93
24.06/7.33
22.33/6.52

AlexNet [32]
AlexNet (BN)
AlexNet (GAP)
LST-Net (FC)
LST-Net (GAP)

61.10M/0.71G
61.10M/0.71G
2.73M/0.66G
60.30M/0.62G
2.25M/0.60G

43.45/20.91
41.93/20.02
51.13/26.33
39.32/17.40
39.91/17.86

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

21.79M/3.66G
13.82M/2.56G
48.61M/8.03G
24.78M/4.41G
86.04M/14.09G
43.44M/7.69G

26.70/8.58
23.92/7.24
24.50/7.58
22.29/6.30
23.39/7.00
21.44/6.11

VGG [48]
VGG (BN)
VGG (GAP)
LST-Net (FC)
LST-Net (GAP)

132.86M/7.61G
132.86M/7.61G
9.73M/7.49G
128.63M/5.89G
6.63M/5.04G

30.98/11.37
29.62/10.19
33.40/12.20
28.56/9.79
29.23/10.26

WRN [59]
LST-Net
WRN [59]
LST-Net

25.56M/4.09G
23.33M/4.05G
68.88M/11.40G
66.10M/11.09G

23.85/7.13
22.78/6.66
21.90/6.03
20.89/5.76

ShiftNet-A [55]
ShiftNet-B [55]
ShiftNet-C [55]
LST-Net (A)
LST-Net (B)
LST-Net (C)

4.1M/1.4G
1.1M/N.A.
0.78M/N.A.
4.3M/1.2G
1.2M/389.5M
0.84M/342.5M

29.9/10.3
38.8/16.4
41.2/18.0
29.3/10.0
36.9/14.8
38.9/16.3

MobileNet V2 [47]
LST-Net (M-V2)

3.4M/300M
3.4M/300M

28.1%/N.A.
27.7%/9.4%

Mulp.
1

(c) Other CNNs.

Evaluation on ImageNet

We then evaluate LST-Net on ImageNet [11] for large-scale image classification.
We construct LST-Nets regarding to the widely used network architectures, including ResNet [19], WRN [59], AlexNet [32] and VGG (with 11 layers) [48]. We
also build LST-Nets w.r.t. ShiftNet [55] and MobileNet V2 [47].
Specifically, for ResNet or WRN architecture, we construct LST-Net using
LST-II bottleneck, and for AlexNet/VGG, we build LST-Net (FC) by replacing
Conv2d layers with LST-I bottlenecks. We also change the original classifier layer
in AlexNet/VGG into GAP [36] plus a dense layer following [63], resulting in
LST-Net (GAP). Similarly, the standard AlexNet/VGG can be modified in the
same way, resulting in AlexNet (GAP)/VGG (GAP). Since BN [29] is used in our
bottleneck, we further insert a BN layer after each Conv2d of AlexNet/VGG,
termed as AlexNet/VGG (BN). For ShiftNet architecture, we build the LSTNets by adjusting the stride, kernel size, number of stages, etc., according to its
variants A, B, and C with different depth and width. For MobileNet V2, we build
LST-Net (M-V2) by replacing Inverted Residual bottlenecks with our modified
LST-I bottlenecks. Details can be found in our supplementary material.
Table 3 summarizes the results. One can see that LST-Net consistently surpasses ResNet, SENet and CBAM of the same depth with fewer parameters
and less overhead. An 18-layer LST-Net even achieves lower Top-1 error rates
than the standard ResNet-34 on ImageNet. Despite of different depth, increasing
width of LST-Net with WRN architecture steadily increases its accuracy. Meanwhile, LST-Net saves larger proportion of parameters and overhead compared to
WRN. LST-Net with AlexNet or VGG architecture is much more robust to different classifier structures than the standard AlexNet or VGG because LST-Net
learns structured features, which are well suited for channel-wise operations (see
our discussion in Section 3.1). Meanwhile, LST-Net (FC) can reduce Top-1/Top5 error rates of AlexNet (BN) and VGG (BN) by 2.61%/2.62% and 1.06%/0.40%,
respectively. LST-Net also shows better performance under the ShiftNet architecture. Compared with all the three variants, our LST-Net reduces the Top-1
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Table 4: Comparison of robustness to common corruptions on ImageNet-C.
Noise
Shot Impulse

Blur
Glass Motion

Weather
Frost Fog

Digital
Elastic Pixel

Extra
Spatter Gaus. Blur

Network

mCE

Zoom

Snow

Bright

Contrast

JPEG

Saturate

ResNet-18 [19]
SENet-18 [24]
CBAM-18 [54]
LST-Net-18 (w/o ST)
LST-Net-18 (w/ ST)

85.29
83.97
84.97
80.34
79.89

87
85
86
81
80

89
86
88
82
81

89
87
87
85
83

88
87
88
85
84

93
93
93
91
91

90
88
89
83
83

88
88
90
85
85

88
85
85
82
82

87
85
86
83
82

81
79
80
75
75

73
73
74
68
68

81
82
82
79
78

93
92
92
90
90

81
84
81
74
73

89
92
89
85
85

72
71
71
66
66

81
81
81
75
74

86
86
87
84
83

86
82
85
78
76

ResNet-50 [19]
SENet-50 [24]
CBAM-50 [54]
LST-Net-50 (w/o ST)
LST-Net-50 (w/ ST)

77.01
74.47
72.56
70.85
70.54

78
76
69
71
71

80
77
71
72
72

80
76
71
71
71

79
77
80
77
76

90
89
86
85
84

81
79
77
77
77

80
82
78
75
75

80
75
75
73
73

78
76
76
72
72

69
70
69
66
65

62
59
61
58
58

75
75
74
70
70

88
85
85
82
81

76
71
63
61
61

78
74
70
72
72

62
58
58
56
56

74
69
68
65
65

78
76
78
76
75

76
71
66
67
67

Gauss.

Defocus

Speckle

error rate of its corresponding counterpart by 0.6% ∼2.3% with similar number
of parameters. LST-Net (M-V2) achieves a 72.3% Top-1 accuracy, outperforming
MobileNet V2 by 0.4% using the same number of parameters and computational
cost. This again validates the generality and superiority of our LST method.
4.5

Evaluation on ImageNet-C

We study the robustness of LST-Net to common corruptions in input by using
the ImageNet-C dataset [22]. The mean corruption error (mCE) defined in [22] is
used as our criteria. We construct LST-Net according to the ResNet architecture
and compare it with the vanilla ResNet [19], SENet [24] and CBAM [54]. To
examine the role of ST (please refer to Section 3.2) in improving the robustness
of LST-Net, we also test LST-Net without ST in activation.
Table 4 lists the mCE and corruption errors for each type of corruption.
One can see that LST-Net achieves lower mCE than its competitors of the same
depth. It significantly reduces the mCE of the vanilla ResNet by 3.69% (18-layer)
/ 6.47% (50-layer), and also improves SENet and CBAM by at least 2.76% (18layer) / 2.02% (50-layer). Though SENet and CBAM use extra paths which work
well on clean images, the pooling operations in these paths may produce biased
results in the existence of corruptions when the model is shallow. In contrast,
LST does not need such extra paths and its robustness comes from the compact
and sparser features. In addition, the ST operation in our ST-ReLU activation
function can strengthen the robustness of LST-Net to most types of corruptions.
With ST, the mCE of LST-Net-18/50 is reduced by 0.45%/0.31%.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to train deep CNNs with a learnable sparse transform
(LST), which learns to convert the input features into a more compact and
sparser domain together with the CNN training process. LST can more effectively
reduce the spatial and channel-wise feature redundancies than the conventional
Conv2d. It can be efficiently implemented with existing CNN modules, and is
portable to existing CNN architectures for seamless training and inference. We
further presented a hybrid ST-ReLU activation to enhance the robustness of the
learned CNN models to common types of corruptions in the input. Extensive
experiments validated that the proposed LST-Net achieves even higher accuracy
than its counterpart networks of the same family with lower cost.
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